Cookies

When you visit this website, we place small files called cookies on your computer or mobile device.

What are cookies?

Cookies enable the website to remember your actions and preferences over a period of time, so you don't have to keep re-entering them whenever you come back to the site or browse from one page to another.

How do we use cookies?

Our pages use "session" cookies to remember for example your language choices and display preferences (such as contrast colour settings or font size). These cookies are deleted from your computer when you close your browser. We also use a limited number of persistent cookies. These remain stored on your computer until you delete them, or until they expire after, usually after a short period of time going up to 1 year.

The persistent cookies contain the following information:
- the state (collapsed or expanded) of some menus and widgets
- the selected tab in the widgets

Enabling these cookies is not strictly necessary for the main functions of the website to work, but it will provide you with a better browsing experience. However, you can delete or block these cookies at any time.

Third party cookies

We do not permit the use of third party cookies and we do not use third party services on our website that send cookies to the users.

Private data

The cookie-related information is not used to identify you personally and the data collected on your browsing behaviour on our website is kept in fully secure conditions. These cookies are not used for any purpose other than those described here.
How to control cookies

You can control and/or delete cookies as you wish. You can delete all cookies that are already on your computer and you can set most browsers to prevent them from being placed. If you do this, however, you may have to manually adjust some preferences every time you visit a site and some services and functionalities may not work.

You can easily accept or reject the cookies on this site by choosing one of the following links: I accept cookies / I refuse cookies(*).

(*) You can only refuse persistent cookies that are not strictly necessary. Some cookies are needed, as they enable us to provide certain features, such as remembering your cookies control choice. Other cookies help us collect reliable site usage information through WebTrend Analytics, which allows us to measure how well the site meets the needs of its users and to make any necessary improvements.